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Breeanna's Biography
A results-driven and persuasive litigator, Breeanna Brewer represents
top clients in a variety of industries in both state and federal courts.
Breeanna handles matters at every stage of litigation, from pre-trial
motions and depositions to jury trials. She has extensive experience
serving as second and third trial chair on behalf of prominent Fortune
500 companies and celebrity clients.
Breeanna’s practice focuses on complex commercial, real estate,
entertainment, and intellectual property litigation in state and federal
courts. Through her early trial experience, Breeanna has developed skills
that enable her to be forward-thinking. This allows her to develop
innovative litigation strategies in all of her cases. Breeanna has in-depth
experience drafting pleadings and motions, from complaints to post-trial
motions, including motions for summary judgment, motions to dismiss,
discovery motions, pre-trial motions, and trial briefs.
Breeanna recently served as second chair and third chair during two
California state jury trials, where she represented a prominent
automobile manufacturer in cases involving allegations of fraud.
Breeanna played a key role in preparing the cases for trial and developing
trial strategies. She cross-examined witnesses, including plaintiffs;
drafted and argued pre-trial, trial, and post-trial motions; and assisted in
preparing opening statements and closing arguments.
Breeanna also served as third chair in a prominent jury trial where she
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represented The Bird Nest, LLC, an entity owned by Katy Perry, in a real
estate and contract dispute matter. She helped secure The Bird Nest,
LLC’s right to acquire a former convent from the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Los Angeles for redevelopment into a residential
compound. Breeanna also helped defeat the claims of a competing buyer
and the cancellation of the competing buyer’s recorded deed and other
clouds on title, as well as secured a verdict of $15 million against the
competing buyer.
Prior to joining Willenken, Breeanna practiced at Greenberg Traurig, LLP.
During law school, she served as a Contributing Editor for the Michigan
Law Review. She also was a Criminal Division Extern at the United States
Attorney’s Office in Los Angeles. When not practicing law, Breeanna
enjoys rock climbing and traveling.

Professional Affiliations
Century City Bar Association, Member
Women Lawyers Association of Los Angeles, Member

Publications
“Ninth Circuit Spokeo Decisions on Remand Lays the Groundwork for
Establishing a Concrete Injury-in-Fact,” The State Bar of California:
Antitrust, UCL, & Privacy Section (Sept. 2017), co-authored with
Rebekah S. Guyon.
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Practice Areas
Appellate Litigation
Class Action Defense
Complex Commercial Litigation
Entertainment Litigation
Intellectual Property Litigation
Last Minute Trial Representation
Real Estate

